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Our Philosophy 

At Oasis Academy Oldham, we believe that a safe environment of mutual respect and co-
operation results in the most effective climate for learning and teaching. The fundamental 
principle underpinning our behaviour policy is unconditional respect. This, combined with 
rights, responsibilities and routines will produce good behaviour conducive to good learning. 
 
Inclusion and reward features strongly in these guidelines as it goes to the heart of Oasis 
Academy Oldham as an organisation. We will strive to achieve a balance between avoiding 
exclusion for gross disobedience at the same time as acknowledging the fact that poor 
behaviour can in itself exclude students from learning and feeling safe. 
 
Aims 
The aims of this guidance are to: 
 

 Emphasise Oasis Academy Oldham commitment to encouraging and rewarding good 
behaviour; 

 Explain the law and guidance on ‘disciplinary penalties’ (sanctions); and set out the 
various procedures and responsibilities with regards sanctions. 
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Responsibilities 
 
The Academy Council 
The Academy Council is charged with the duty to have policies designed to promote good 
behaviour and discipline based on this Oasis Community Learning policy. 
 
The Principal 
The Principal’s role is to implement the Academy Council’s policy and to establish and 
maintain a behaviour policy that promotes learning, self-discipline, respect for others and 
proper regard for authority. Oasis Community Learning expects the emphasis to be on 
encouraging and rewarding good behaviour. The Principal must determine measures to be 
taken, with a view to: 
 

 Promoting self-discipline and proper regard for authority among students 

 Encouraging good behaviour and respect for others, and preventing all forms of 
bullying among students 

 Securing that the standard of behaviour is acceptable; and otherwise regulating the 
conduct of students. 
 

The Principal is required to follow the Academy Council’s statement of principles and have 
regard to any guidance given by the Academy Councillors in accordance with Oasis 
Community Learning’s policies. 
 
The Principal must also determine the standard of behaviour regarded as acceptable, in so 
far as the Councillors have not determined it. 
 
The Principal’s policy should: 

 Define the standards of behaviour the Academy wants 

 Seek the widest possible agreement 

 Ensure that the standards are consistently and fairly applied; and ensure that any 
sanctions are reasonable and proportionate to the offence, and enable students to 
make reparation where possible. 
 

The Academy recognises its responsibility: 

 To support, praise and, as appropriate, reward students’ good behaviour 

 To ensure staff model good behaviour and never denigrate students or colleagues 

 To promote positive behaviour through active development of students’ social, 
emotional and behavioural skills 

 To ensure the whole Academy community is consulted about the principles of the 
Academy behaviour policy and the Academy’s code of conduct 

 To establish, and communicate clearly, measures to ensure good order, respect and 
discipline 

 To ensure the Academy’s behaviour policy does not discriminate against any student 
on, e.g. grounds of race, gender, disability or sexual orientation, and that it promotes 
good relations between different communities; 

 To ensure teachers’ roles in Academy discipline matters are consistent with the 
National Agreement for Raising Standards and Tackling Workload, and workforce-
remodelling agenda, so that there is due recognition of the enhanced roles of support 
staff, so that not all responsibilities are focused on teachers 
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 To ensure staff are clear about the extent of their disciplinary authority and receive 
necessary professional development on behaviour strategies 

 To apply sanctions fairly, consistently, proportionately and reasonably – taking 
account of SEN, disability and the needs of vulnerable children, offering support as 
appropriate 

 To take all reasonable measures to protect the safety and well-being of staff and 
students, including preventing all forms of bullying and dealing effectively with reports 
and complaints about bullying 

 To keep parents informed of their child’s behaviour, good as well as bad, use 
appropriate methods of engaging them and, where necessary, support them in 
meeting their parental responsibilities 

 To work with other agencies to promote community cohesion and safety. 
 

The Academy respects the rights of the students, which are: 
• To contribute to the development of the Academy behaviour policy, with every 

student becoming involved in the consultation process 
• To be taught in environments that are safe, conducive to learning and free 

from disruption. 
• To expect appropriate action from the Academy to tackle any incidents of 

violence, threatening behaviour, abuse, discrimination or harassment. 
• To be able to appeal to the Principal and Academy Council, and beyond that 

to the Secretary of State, if they believe the Academy has exercised its 
disciplinary authority unreasonably.  
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Rewards 
Classrooms will be positive and rich in praise. When a student is displaying desired 
behaviours and achieving high standards in their work they will receive verbal praise, class 
certificates, praise postcards and reward points. 
 
Logging of all rewards will still take place using SIMS. A simplified drop down menu will 

allow staff to log reward points for students in their class which will then accumulate 

towards student’s overall achievement points. 

This includes: 
 
 

  

  

  

 Showing respectful behaviour to others 

 Resolving conflict and recognising difference 

 Telling the truth 

 Demonstrating a kind and caring attitude to others 

 Excellent effort, work, behaviour and progress 

 Improved effort, behaviour and progress 

 Excellent attendance and punctuality 

 Improved attendance and punctuality 

 Good standard of uniform 

 Contribution to the academy or wider community 

 Effort in improving their reading 

 After school club and revision attendance 
 
Scholar of the lesson 
Staff to nominate SOL at the end of each lesson (if they feel a student has earned it) and 
place a stamp in the student’s planner along with their signature. 5 achievement points will 
be logged on SIMS. 
 
Students will show their tutor their planners during midday tutor time and their name will be 
ticked off on the ‘SOL check sheet’ which will be on display in their tutor room. 
 
Yea 7 – 11 – After a student has received x14 SOL stamps each half term (cross referenced 
with SIMS) they will be offered a place on an end of term trip to: 

Term 1: Christmas Markets 
Term 2: Odeon IMAX 
Term 3: Fast track passes for Blackpool end of year trip 

 
 

Excellent work 
Praise postcards 
Going above and beyond expectations 
Showing respect to others 
Staff discretion 

1 point 

Top achievement points in form group that week 
Top attendance in form group that week 

3 points 

House star of the week 
100% attendance, punctuality and no behaviour points 
Scholar of the lesson (SOL) 

5 points 
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Rewards titles include: 
Scholar of the Lesson (LOL) 
Praise postcards home 
Subject Student of the Week 
House Student of the Week 
House Student of the Term 
End of Term rewards assemblies led by DG 
 
Tangible rewards: 
Tea with the Principal & Principals book of excellence 
Love to shop vouchers £5 & £10 value 
Golden ticket - £50 value for an array of activities redeemed from admin 
Postcards – to be limited to 5 per staff per week. Staff will have the autonomy to select a 
student who they think has earned a postcard. Postcards will be written by staff and logged 
on sims. Staff are then to post in the post-box located in their staff work room. 
 

- Collection days – Wednesday & Friday by reward rep 
- Rewards rep will then sort the postcards in to alphabetical order and deliver them to 

admin.  
- Admin will then fix name and address to each card and post home. 

 
Assemblies 
House Assemblies each week will communicate this information to students and will have 
an air of competition about them.  Assemblies will celebrate students successes. 
 
House student of the Week 
All achievement points for each student will be counted at the end of the week and the 
winner will be announced during the following week’s house assembly. 
The ‘Student of the Week’ winners will receive: 
 

- A certificate 
- Golden tie. The Golden Tie wearer will be allowed to leave their last lesson 5 minutes 

before everyone else as well as jumping the queues at both Break and Lunch food 
service. 

- Their name of the year group rewards board – located outside each year office 
- £10 love to shop voucher 

 
 
House ½ termly rewards  
Students will receive half term rewards assembly celebrating progress and excellence in 
each subject. This will be led by DG and year team.  
 
In addition to subject awards, Student of the term will be awarded to one student in each 
House  who has received the most achievement points over the past half term. 
They will receive: 
 

- Name in gold on the year group board 
- A certificate 
- A canteen voucher  
- A golden ticket to the value of £50.  
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- This voucher must be presented to admin in order for them to claim their prize which 
will include a choice of activates from: 

o X2 football tickets (up to £50) 
o Cinema passes 
o Trip to go ape 
o Trip to Sandcastles 
o Supermarket vouchers 
o Love to shop vouchers 

 
All winners will be sent to DM to be placed in end of term newsletter. 
 
Rewards assemblies will continue with a standard ppt. 
 
Tutor group attendance winners will receive a box of chocolates and a certificate. 
 
Faulty Rewards 
Space will be made available for a rewards board in each faculty area and split according to 
subjects. 
 
FL will nominate a Rewards Rep in their faculty. This member of staff may be a TA or an 
NQT/RQT with no or little responsibility. Reward Reps will be responsible for receiving and 
reading the rewards review sent by data team each Friday. They will update the rewards 
boards and ensure that boards are maintained to a high quality. 
 
Rewards Reps will also print off and take the rewards review sheet to their weekly faculty 
meeting and share with faculty members. Information will include 
 
Subject student of the week – for their subject  
Top faculty awarding most points that week 
Whole school member of staff awarding most points that week 
 
Data team will send weekly review to RS, Rewards Rep, Heads of House so that the 
Rewards Rep from each subject can update the faculty rewards board and the Heads of 
House can update the year team rewards board. 
 
On the last week of term the data team will send ½ termly review to RS, Heads of House, 
Rewards Rep and Deb Martin for the Student of the term certificate. 
 
Roles 
R. Summerscales – Rewards lead. Monitor weekly review sheets. Initial set up. 
 
Data team – to send weekly rewards information on a Friday which is collected from sims 
(below**) to key people named above. 
 
Rewards Rep – one member from each faculty who is responsible for updating rewards 
display boards by reading rewards review information sent weekly by data team. 
 
Heads of House – responsible for reading over rewards review on a Friday collecting and 
writing out Student of Week certificate or Student of Term certificate, love to shop voucher 
or Golden ticket. 
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Standards Cards 
Standards Cards enable students to be rewarded for positive attitude and behaviour outside 
the classroom setting.  Each positive addition to a standards card is worth 1 achievement 
point. 
 
Sanctions 
Dependent on the student’s age, the nature of the offence and the severity of the behaviour, 
the academy will use a range of strategies to correct student behaviour. The range of 
sanctions will include: 
 

 Verbal warning and written warnings 

 Break time detention 

 ½ hour detention 

 1 hour detention 

 2 hour Principal’s detention 

 Making good the missed work 

 Loss of free time 

 Removal from the lesson to work under supervision elsewhere 

 Restorative Justice 

 Disciplinary and positive reports 

 Disciplinary letters to parents 

 Parent interviews 

 Individual Support Plans – check weekly  

 Behavioural contracts 

 Behaviour Panel meetings 

 Academy Council Disciplinary Panels 

 Internal Exclusion 

 Fixed Term Exclusion 

 Disciplinary Placements  

 Managed Move 

 Permanent Exclusion 
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F4 System of Behaviour Management 
The F4 staged system enables students to self manage their behaviour and offers a 
supporting process.  The system appears as: 
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This is set within a staged process of behaviour management which is clear, concise and 
which has been communicated to staff, parents and students.  The process is:  
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Detention System 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday:  30 and 60 minute detentions 
Wednesday and Friday      Principals detention (2 hours) 
 
The Academy runs same day detentions from the end of the academy day. Detentions are 
given for persistent low level disruption, defiance and rule breaks. In line with the most recent 
DFE guidance on detentions it is worth noting that: 
 

 Parental consent is not required for detentions 

 It is not a requirement that parents are given 24 hours’ notice when a detention is due 
to take place outside of school hours. 

 We reserve the right to keep students without notice. If a student has a detention a 
text message will be sent home informing parents/carers of the decision to put their 
child in detention. 
 
 

A tiered system is used to determine how well a student has behaved and worked during 
the day. If a student gets: 
 
One action: 30-minute detention that day 
Four actions in one week: 30-minute detention for individual actions + an additional 60-
minute detention. 
 
Six actions in one week: 30-minute detention for individual actions + an additional 60-
minute detention. 
 
Eight actions in one week: 30-minute detention for individual actions + an additional 2-
hour Principal’s detention. 
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Placing students on report 
Context: Students are placed on report when concerns have been raised about a student’s 
repeated poor behaviour. 
 
There is a staged approach to reports as the student moves from one level to the next. 
 
Placing students in Internal Exclusion 
Context: Students are placed in Internal Exclusion when they have not responded to other 
sanctions imposed within the Academy code of conduct during the Academy day. These 
could be repeated actions, a failure to attend detention or serious one off incidents which do 
not warrant fixed term exclusion. 
 
Protocols: 

 Internal Exclusion (IE) is a quiet room where students must remain silent during 
lesson time; they may talk quietly and appropriately only during break and lunch time 

 Students are placed in IE after 3 actions in one day, usually on the following day or 
for refusing to attend detention 

 Students can be placed in IE after 5 actions in one week 

 Students can be placed in IE for one off incidents whilst they are being investigated 
or as an alternative to a fixed term exclusion 

 Students can be placed in IE if they fail to attend detention/abscond detention 

 Students are placed in IE on their return to the Academy following a fixed term 
exclusion 

 The Internal Exclusion Officer should ensure that there are work banks for all subjects 
and key stages by liaising with subject leaders about content.  

 Curriculum leaders should supply a miscellaneous bank of work in addition to this to 
suit all levels of ability and link with what a year group is studying at the time 

 The Internal Exclusion Officer should stock the room with stationery to ensure there 
is no disturbance to the IE room 

 Students in IE can only be escorted to the lavatory at break and lunch time by the 
duty staff and not during lessons unless a medical note is shown 

 Students in IE can only order basic sandwiches for lunch which will be picked up by 
the Internal Exclusion Officer daily and then eaten in I.E. 

 The Deputy Principal will issue a daily Pastoral Briefing to inform staff of students 
present in IE and the reason why. 
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Fixed Term Exclusions 
Exclusions whether fixed-term or permanent may be used in response to any of the 
following, all of which are examples of unacceptable conduct and breach the Behaviour for 
Learning Policy: 
 

 Serious violence which creates fear and anxiety among staff or students 

 Possession of an offensive weapon on the academy site 

 Dealing drugs on the academy site 

 Persistent defiance of academy authority or disruption of teaching and learning 

 Persistent bullying, harassment or abuse 

 Serious breaches of the academy’s Behaviour for Learning Policy 

 Any circumstance where allowing the student to remain in academy would seriously 
harm the education or welfare of the student or others in the academy 

 The Academy will not tolerate persistent and defiant behaviours over time where 
sanctions and interventions have failed to bring about positive improvement. In these 
circumstances a student’s behaviour would be deemed to be seriously harming the 
education and welfare of the student or others in the academy, thus placing the student 
at high risk of permanent exclusion. 
 
FTE Procedure 
1. Decision taken by the Principal to exclude 
2. Incident is logged on SIMS 
3. Pastoral Leader to contact parents to inform them of the decision to exclude and the 

reason why. Pastoral Leader to confirm meeting time. 
4. Pastoral Leader to complete necessary form and send to KE 
5. If not the end of the day, student collected by parents or taken home by Pastoral 

Leader, in discussion with parents. Student to leave the Academy with a copy of the 
letter of exclusion. 

6. Copy of the letter placed in the post, first class 
7. PL meets with parent to readmit student, which must take place 

 
Re-admission after exclusion protocol 

 All exclusions must be announced in briefing the day after the exclusion occurs and 
published in briefing notes 

 Head of House contacts home to check parent/carer availability and if the student is 
prepared to apologise for their behaviour 

 The Office Manager will arrange the time and date of the re-admission interview 

 The member of ALT linked to the House will conduct the re-admission interview. 
Students’ interviews do not take place without parent/carer attending 

 Interviews commence with school staff asking student to describe the incident which 
led to the exclusion 

 School staff correct this where necessary 

 School staff ask student why he/she thought that the incident led to an exclusion, the 
effect this had on the others involved and what they have learned from it 

 Student asked if they are prepared to apologise to any staff involved and sign the re-
admission contract 
 

If yes, contract signed and pastoral leader takes student to apologise. If not the student goes 
home again. (Work must be provided) 
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Student placed on report  
Re-admission and report announced in briefing. 
 
 
Respite Placements 
Respite placements may be used in the circumstances that stages 1-3 on the intervention 
chart have been unsuccessful. Respite placements can range from 1 to 2 weeks depending 
on the agreement with the other school. 
Procedure: 

1. Student’s name referred to Inclusion Panel for agreement on placement 
2. Designated Respite Lead to broker placement with local school.  
3. Parent meeting held and given a formal letter with all details of the placement. 

Designated Respite Lead is to find out how the student will be travelling to and from 
the placement as part of the contact with home. 

4. Pastoral information sent to host school, as well as the travel arrangements that will 
be in place 

5. During set up, the placement school must be informed of our policy of not using taxis 
6. NS to inform the host school who will be collecting the student 
7. Staff informed of placement with start and end dates 
8. NS to gain daily attendance and behaviour reports 

 
If placement successful: 
In the case that the respite placement has been successful, the end of placement report 
must be gained from the host school. A parental meeting will be held with the Head of House 
and the next steps discussed. The student will then return to the Academy as usual. 
 
If placement unsuccessful: 
In the case that the Respite Placement has been unsuccessful, parents must be contacted 
with information from the host school relayed.  
 
If at the end of the day, the placement ends and the student is to leave placement as 
arranged. If student is required to leave host school prior to the end of the day, parents 
MUST collect as per our internal policy. If parents cannot/will not collect, Oasis will pick up 
from Host school. Deputy Principal for Behaviour is to be informed.  
 
A parent meeting is to be held with Head of House, where a behaviour strategy will be 
discussed and the next steps agreed.  
 
A Managed Move or further Respite Placement request can be sent to the Inclusion Panel, 
if appropriate. 
 
Behaviour Panels 
Context: The behaviour panel is not a disciplinary panel. It is a ‘positive’ panel charged with 
helping a student modify behaviour to help avoid being brought before the Academy Council. 
The panel can recommend such actions as: 
 

 Signing a behaviour contract and being mentored for a fixed period of time 

 Applying a reduced timetable with home support 

 Developing a Pastoral Support Plan/Individual Behaviour Plan 

 Involving external support agencies 
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The process: 
Attendees 
Member of the Academy Council, member of the Academy Leadership Team, Head of 
House, student and parent/carer. 
 
Opening remarks 
The chair will introduce all of the attendees to the parent and explain the nature of the panel 
stressing its positive nature. He / she will then outline the process which will be: 
 

 The Head of House will outline the school’s causes of concern 

 The right of the parent to query or request further information regarding these causes 
of concern 

 The panel discuss with the parent and child the concerns as the panel tries to 
determine the root causes of the concerns 

 An attempt to produce a jointly agreed programme of behaviour modification 
 

Presenting the case: 
The case for the Academy 
The Head of House will be responsible for drawing up the case but it will be presented by 
the member of ALT. The member of ALT will outline the school’s causes of concern. He / 
she will: 

 Give the date that the student first attended the academy and state the Year group 
that the student is now in 

 Present the student’s attendance in percentage terms for each year at the academy 
and how many days and periods were missed that year 

 Sum up the total number of days and periods missed in his / her school career 

 State the number of lates that the student has had in each year of his/her attendance 

 State the number of ‘actions’ per year 

 State the number of incidents that the student has been involved in during his/her 
career at the school 

 Outline the recent incidents that have led up to the need to ask the student and parent 
to appear before a behaviour panel 

 
The right of reply 
The Chair of the panel will ask the parent if he/she would like to ask or query anything in the 
school’s report. 
 

The discussion 
The Chair will now lead a discussion that will attempt to determine the underlying causes for 
the student’s behaviour problems. The discussion needs to be robust, yet positive, in nature 
and must make the student reflect on their behaviour and why they act in such a manner. 
Once the Chair is satisfied that the root causes have been determined the discussion should 
progress to behaviour modification strategies. 
 

Behaviour modification strategies 
The Chair must now gain a consensus between the panel, the parent and the student as to 
the nature of the behaviour modification strategies. They may be: 

 Signing a behaviour contract and being mentored for a fixed period of time 

 Applying a reduced timetable with home support 

 Developing a Pastoral Support Plan (PSP) 

 Involving external support agencies 
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The final steps 
Once the strategy has been agreed it must be put in to place immediately and a written 
agreement signed by the Chair, the student and the parent before the meeting closes. The 
Chair should then remind the student and parent that this is a ‘last chance’ strategy and, if 
it does not work, then the Academy will have no alternative but to refer the student to the 
Academy Council who will have the final say regarding the student’s continued attendance 
at the Academy. They should ensure that all parties understand this. 

 
Academy Council Panel 
Context: Academy Council Panels are the penultimate stage prior to a student being 
considered by the Permanent Exclusion Panel. They are strict but conciliatory in nature and 
are seen as giving the student a final chance to modify his / her behaviour. The panel will 
consist of a member of the Academy Council and either the Principal or Associate Principal. 
Protocols 

 Second warning panels are convened towards the end of a 5-day exclusion period 

 During that exclusion period the Academy’s Exclusions Officer will convene a meeting 
of the Second Warning panel 

 Exclusion Officer calls parent to confirm attendance 

 Papers, statements and incident log prepared 

 Formal meeting room booked 

 Panel convenes with parent, student, Pastoral Leader and panel members 

 Head of House presents case to panel 

 Student and parent ask to comment 

 Questions from panel 

 Papers, statements and incident log prepared 

 All areas and possible solutions presented with evidence (learning mentor, LSU, 
alternative provision, managed transfer to other campus or school etc). 

 Parent, student and Head of House asked to wait outside for a few minutes 

 Parent, student and Head of House return to hear decision 

 Panel inform parent and student of decision 

 If a student is allowed to return to Academy, then a behaviour contract is drawn up 
and agreed 

 Student on pastoral leader report for 2 weeks then reported back to Council if 
necessary 
 

Permanent Exclusion Panel 
 
Context: Permanent exclusion Panels are only convened when the Academy considers that 
it has explored all possible methods of behaviour modification and is no longer confident of 
providing a successful education for a student. The panel will consist of at least 3 members 
of the Academy Council and a Local Authority representative. The case for the school will 
be presented by the Principal. 
 
Protocols: 

 Permanent Exclusion Panels are convened towards the end of a fixed term exclusion 
period 

 During that exclusion period the Academy’s Exclusions Officer will convene a meeting 
of the Permanent Exclusion Panel 

 Exclusion Officer calls parent to confirm attendance 
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 Papers, statements and incident log prepared 

 Formal meeting room booked 

 Panel convenes with parent, student, Principal or Associate principal and panel 
members 

 Principal or Associate Principal presents case to panel 

 Student and parent asked to comment 

 Questions from panel 

 All papers, statements and incident log examined 

 Parent, student and Principal or Associate Principal asked to wait outside for a few 
minutes 

 Parent, student and Principal or Associate Principal return to hear decision 

 Panel inform parent and student of decision 

 If the student is allowed to return to Academy, then a behaviour contract is drawn up 
and agreed 
 

If permanent exclusion is confirmed, then Academy works with LA to gain appropriate 
educational support for the student. 


